ACONCAGUA
Highest Mountain in South America, Highest Mountain outside Nepal

JAN 5TH - 22ND 2018
By Sonia Wray
In 2009, I started my trekking experience by walking the Inca Trail. I had never done a
trip before at that stage and I wasn't really that fit. I was just looking for a holiday. It
turned out I really loved the idea of being out in nature and walking in these beautiful
surrounds. The Inca Trail blew my mind out, especially being high in the mountains,
when we reached 4200m I felt I was in the sky, above the clouds, it was then that I
decided I had to do more of this. In 2011 I climbed Mount Kilimanjaro (highest
mountain in Africa); I then choose to climb Mount Elbrus in Russia in 2013 (highest
mountain in Europe). In 2014 I climbed Mera Peak, a 6400metre mountain in Nepal.
Now is the time for Aconcagua ((highest mountain in Sth America)

South Side of Aconcagua taken from entrance to national park
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PROLOGUE
It's January 5th at 5 PM and I’ve finally arrived in
Mendoza. It's been a long flight about 24hours in
total. Not a very eventful flight however I'm now in
Mendoza and the weather and atmosphere is great.
The drive to the hotel tells me Mendoza is a small city
in Argentina. It’s vast and flat but feels like a big
country town, it takes less than 20mins to get from
the airport to the hotel a major difference to what
we experienced in Lima Peru in July this past year!
After exiting the baggage hall, I'm looking for my
name on a sign, I was told I would be collected, alas
there was no sign, however some man recognized my
bag tag (thankfully I used the Mountain madness
label) he said “you're with mountain madness, we
have a car waiting for you”, he sourced a taxi to take
me directly to the Hyatt.
After checking in I had a quick rest, I often find having
an hours sleep after getting off the plane really gets

I love technology, after checking into the hotel on
Facebook, I was immediately alerted to a whole
range of things that I could do while in town, I was
recommended to try a famous restaurant around the
corner called Afrazan. After checking out tripadvisor
it looked like a fantastic restaurant, so I pop around
the corner to try it out. It is indeed very good! After
having a nice glass of wine and a simple meal, I made
my way back to the hotel. I am now on Mendoza time
and looking forward to the beginning out of the trip
tomorrow.
January 6th starts with a normal 6AM wake-up
however way too early for breakfast in
Mendoza … people don't start the day till late...
so back to rest. It has been interesting watching
everybody check in at the Hyatt over the last 2
days, there are more Northface bags than there
are suitcases. This is obviously the place people
stay before and after climbing Aconcagua.
After Breakfast, I decide it's time to source a

my head in the right space.

Simcard, I'm told you can get Internet at

Juliana and Arthur (our Guides for the trip) decide to

basecamp which is the best way to keep people

come and meet me and also check my gear out

posted of our progress. Plus, you don't always

around 7 PM, I just laid everything on the floor still in

get Internet when walking around the city, so I

their bags and just explained what I had, they asked

searched for a SIM card, that bit was easy, after

about all the main gear, crampons, boots, gortex,

communicating with Google Translate with the

puffy etc, they seem to be satisfied. My biggest

local telco. (English is not widely spoken in

concern was my gloves as I always get super cold

Mendoza but google Translate is widely used.) I

hands when I climb mountains. Juliana said she had a

now needed to buy time on the card, and data

spare set that I could use, and Arthur also said that

is sold separately from the SIMCard. Infact data

there's plenty of gloves to go around so I didn’t need

is sold from the local corner shops, although

to get any new ones.

only 1 on 10 seem to sell it and they don’t have

Following the gear check, I decided to go out and
have some dinner I wasn't really hungry, but I
thought it was great idea to adapt to the new time,
and it was dinner time in Mendoza.

a “sign” saying data sold here, so I visited a lot
of shops! Argentina has a very strange way of
doing their mobile service, and what’s even
more crazy is data seems very cheap and they
give you free data (via a form of credit) all the
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time; they assume you will top up which then
uses the credit. (not me, I left the country) .
My friend, Jim Dickinson, arrived at the Hotel around 12.30 we caught up over lunch heading just around the
corner for Pizza and Wine. It was great to catch-up after spending our time together in Peru and to get excited
about what lies ahead at Aconcagua.
I let Jim get organized during the late afternoon and we
decided to catch up for a glass of wine at the pool bar, to
which we invited all the others to join us before going out for
a great dinner.
It was at this time, we met all the players; Jim, Sonia, Sander
and Marco, plus the 2 guides Juliana and Arthur. Juliana had
booked a team dinner at La Lucia’s (again around the corner

First Malbec at the Hyatt

form the Hotel) so we could get to know each other.
As we got to know each other, we found out a few interesting facts. Jim and I have trekked together both at Elbrus
and in Peru. Jim is retired and is a well seasonal trekker having climbed mountains including several over 6000m.
He also has travelled with Juliana before when climbing in Ecuador, her home country. Marco is the youngest in
our group, just turned 21. His is a triathlete and when he was 18 he completed a solo journey to Everest base camp.
He has just finished his University degree in Artificial intelligence and is taking 6 months off till he starts his masters
at Stanford university. Sander, is from North Dakota, has a law degree and works for his father’s oil drilling
business, and he's in his mid-30’s, he’s a right-wing conservative. He has some wild views which will set me off very
easily, so I will need to watch myself over the next few weeks. Sanders is an avid Skier and big hiker, like Jim and
myself he has climbed Elbrus and Kilimanjaro. It'll be a challenge for all of us to go over 7,000 metres, but a
challenge is what we're after.

Our guides are Juliana and Arthur. Juliana's been with Mountain Madness for many years and has done Aconcagua
seven times, her first Summit of Aconcagua was at 15 … she is avid mountaineer and is on many of the
Mountaineering associations including president of the Ecuador Association and is a member on the International
Council of Mountain Guides (infact the first women and first South America to be voted on the board). Juliana
would be no more than 30 years of age. This is Arthur's very first time on Aconcagua, infact, it is his first time above
4300m, at dinner he declared his apprehension and excitement (when he announced he hadn’t been higher than
4300, all our ears pricked

up..

this could be a major
concern) It’ll be a very big
experience for Arthur, at

24,

on such a high-altitude
mountain.
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First Team Dinner, from left Marco, Sonia, Jim and Juliana

Marco, Jim, Arthur, Sonia, Juliana, Sander at the trailhead

Day 1: 7th Jan
Jim and I are collected from our Hotel at 11am , the other guys are staying at a hotel a few blocks away, this is
because Jim and I have chosen the “deluxe” itinerary offered by Mountain Madness where we get to stay the Park
Hyatt , get 2 extra days accommodation plus our trip includes the Permit fees, the porters and a Helicopter ride out
as soon as we return from the summit.
After collecting the others, we are taken by the Grajales Group to the local town near the trail head. Today is a
driving day, we spent about three hours driving from Mendoza down to Penitentes, a location for tonight’s
accommodation. This is a great time to get to know more about each other, as the conversations started spinning
around. With such a small group, I think we can “suss” each other out very quickly.
The drive from Mendoza is interesting, we leave the city and pass through the Wine Valleys, many Vineyards are
neatly trestled along the road side with the mountains getting close to us from the background. About 60mins out
from our drive, we pass this massive lake, this is where many
locals come to swim, and do water sports. There is no Water
near Mendoza and the weather has been >35degC for the last
two days, it’s a very dry and hot location.
We arrive in Penitentes, which was once a Ski Village, it
interesting to see the barren hills, which don’t look big
Lake 90mins drive from Mendoza
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enough to Ski down, at this time of the year it's so

this follows us as we gradually progress along the

barren, so dry, and all the hills are just raw, red raw,

trails. We just must carry a day pack, which is great,

it hard to think this is a flourishing village. It is now
the major starting point for all Aconcagua Trekkers.

We have three days of hiking ahead of us before we

It is from here our gear is

get to base camp. Base camp is situated at 4,400

prepared for the trek ahead.

metres and today my GPS is recording us at 2,570.

Along with being a travelling day, it is also a big

We have two and a half kilometre altitude hike ahead

logistic day. After arriving at Penitentes, we have to

of us, interesting Mendoza was about sea level and

organise our bags into that which we would use for

now we're at 2,500 metres already. Our goal is, of

the next three days and a bag which would go

course, 7,000 metres, the summit of Aconcagua.

straight to base camp (Plaza de Mulas).
The Weather has changed from what I had thought
we were going to have. Originally the next few days
looked like they were going to be seriously hot,
however there has been a real turn around and we
are expecting cold afternoon and colder nights. My
bags were neatly organised into sections: Start to

Day 2/3 : 8th & 9th Jan
We leave Penitentes and drive to the beginning of
the Aconcagua National Park, a short 15min drive
away. It's here we now say goodbye to civilization for
13 days as we start our climb towards the top and
summit. Our first stop is at Confluencia, it's 3,400
metres, it took us about two and a half hours to walk
the distance from the entrance of the National Park,
approx. 6km. The area is very brown, very dry and a
bit similar to what we saw in Peru. When we arrive
at Confluencia, it's an amazing base camp. This is the

Hills of Penitentes

first stop for all trekkers on the ‘normal route’ to

Basecamp (2550-4400m) , Base Camp to Camp

Aconcagua. There are many routes up to the top, but

Canada (4400- 5000), Canada to Colera (5000-

everyone must come through this first camp. There

6000m) and Summit day. This should have been

are three or four operators here who put up massive

quite easy because I’ve coordinated our clothes

accommodation and food tents. Our operator is

correctly, but now I need to think, “What do I need

Grajales, there seem to be a well-oiled machine, and

for the next three days, given the weather will be

been in operation on this mountain for over 40years.

quite cold at night and moderately warm during the

There appear to be about 40 two-man tents, but in-

day? And then, what don't I need? Anything that I

excess of 30 large group tents, which are primarily

need above 4,400 metres could go in a second bag.

used as cooking tent, storage tents, Client mess tent

This secondary bag goes on one set of mules

and a few are set aside for bunkbed sleeping. Each

tomorrow, and it heads straight into base camp

site has good Bathroom amenities. Grajales has setup

(Plaza de Mulas), while we take three days to walk

flushing toilets at this campsite, with automatic

there. Our other bag also goes on mules; however,

sensor lights that came on to guide our way. Nothing
I've seen like this before in any of my treks.
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Confluencia Camp, Our lodgings are the big white and yellow tents on the right .

The Journey - Red : Pentitentes to Confluencia Camp, Green : Day Hike to Mirador; Blue: Confluencia to Plaza de Mulas,
Pink : Camp Canada ; Red : Camp Nido ; Yellow: Camp Colera; : Black: Summit Push

On
our
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next day we trekked to Mirador. Mirador is just an area towards the South summit of Aconcagua. It took us
about five hours return, from leaving camp to returning back to camp (approx. 17KM) , but it was a nice
acclimatisation walk where we walked from 3,400 metres at base camp up to about 4,000 metres and saw
the South summit of Aconcagua. Again, we pass through magnificent terrains, massive glaciers and see
wonderful little wild flowers. The rocks were quite fascinating, the different colours, therefore the different
minerals, and we followed a creek bed all the way up to the side of the mountain.

When we arrived into Confluencia, yesterday and back from our Hike today, we arrived with a few rain
showers, by the time we walked in to the mess tent, it had started to hail. The thunder and lightning went
for many hours, and there was a real storm coming through. If it is hailing at 3,400 metres, you can imagine
that at the top of the mountain it was getting a heavy snowfall. We felt for the people who are trying to
summit the next day, and what storms might be approaching them., quite a contrast to the weather we had
during our hike to Mirador, which was spectacular.

The food in base camp is outstanding, as mentioned the main operators have their formal tent where the
cooks stay in camp for three months. There are a very good stocked pantry and as they are only three
walking hours from civilisation they can source nearly anything that is required. There is also a doctor
onsite, which we must visit this evening to make sure that we're ready to take on the altitude that
approaches us. Plaza de Mulas base camp is at 4,400 metres, and they want to make sure that we're ready
to do such a climb.

South Side of Aconcagua in background .
L to R: Marco, Arthur, Jim, Sonia, Sander - Hike to Mirador

Flowers below 4000m

Day 4: 10th Jan
On day four of our Aconcagua expedition, we trek to base camp, Plaza de Mulas at 4400 metres. The hike
should be between seven and eight hours its around 21KM and has quite a steep climb at the end.
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We leave Confluencia camp after a healthy breakfast at 8:00 AM, and after we pack a shack, lunch for the
hike ahead. We are told the hike is Flat for the first 4 hours then we start to go up, however as soon as we
hit the trail, it is all uphill. We are wondering about this flat bit, after an hour it flattens out and we have a
three-hour hike along a long, flat plain. These flat plains go for about 15km, we rest every 45mins , Juliana
always finds a great spot for our water an snack spot. After reaching our lunch spot, it's then uphill to base
camp, so we're at 3700 metres and we have around 600 to 700 metres still to go in altitude. We take about
another two hours to get into base camp. A lot of the trail today is over creek beds, over rocks, it's quite
unstable underfoot. In fact, we cross one riverbed which normally might have a lot of water in it but today
no water just muddy and if you aren’t careful, it as easy to sink into the mud .. Yes, I lost one leg completely
in the mud, luckily only one leg.

Hike along the Flat plains to Plaza de Mulas

Following the river bed as we hike into
Plaza de Mulas
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Like Confluencia, base camp at Plaza de Mulas is spectacularly set up. Plaza de Mulas can hold around 500
people at base camp. And again, there are four or five major operators. We're under Aconcagua, looking
straight up at it. It's a wonderful area. Once again, we arrive in snow and it's very cold here at base camp. We've
come across many people who have come down from the mountain who have all summited successfully. We're
just hoping that the snow doesn't increase too much so that it impedes our opportunity.

Welcome to Plaza de Mulas basecamp

Traffic on the hike to Plaza de Mulas

Sunsets on Aconcagua are spectacular, every night a different natural filter
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Day 5: 11th Jan
Day five on Aconcagua is a rest day. As we have now
arrived at 4400m, they like to give our body a rest
and let it acclimatise to the new altitude. This is quite
common on all treks, once you get to over 4000m
there is a mandatory rest day. We have hiked around
50 kilometres over the last few days and we’ve
climbed into altitude, as such we need our body to
relax before we head up to the mountains.

Everyone helps out in setting up the tents

I mentioned the camps were very well set up, well
What does one do on a rest day in the middle of
nowhere? Crazy as it sounds, I visited an art gallery,
resident artist at this base camp. He's little bit like
Gauguin, Van Gogh, Matisse very alternative and
unique, but he’s painting all around here and lives up
here for the four months of the season. He has
climbed Aconcagua many times and has painted from
the summit. He captures the mountain at sunset
perfectly.

the shower tent was a big surprise for me. The
Grajales group has set up one of their dome tents as
a dual bathroom, they have installed, side by side,
two private bathroom, each with their own hot water
tank with shower nozzle over a little shower alcove to
stand in with shower curtain, plus there's a mirror, a
basin, a large area you can get dressed in, infact
there's plenty of room. Unlike some of the other
base camp showers I’ve been in, this one is absolute
luxury. The Grajales “township” is fabulous, the
chefs do a fantastic job with the food. Today we had
crumbed eggplant for lunch, plus I’ve enjoyed
a beautiful lentil bake, stuffed capsicum and trout.
The food has just been outstanding!

The highest Art gallery in the world, art by Marjan Groohuis – Photo
Courtesy Jim Dickinson, edited by Sonia

Jim and I complete a nice walk to and from the
helicopter pad, I then ventured had
upto the top of this tiny ridge to look back down over
camp and the surrounding glaciers. Played a bit of
Sudoku, talked to a few people, really a very relaxing
day, and I had a shower as well……
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Standing at a high point looking back over Plaza de Mulas basecamp

Day 6: 12th Jan
Day six on Aconcagua is our “trial” climb into first camp – Camp Canada. It's very cold early in the morning the sun
doesn't hit camp till 9am; it rises from the other side of the Aconcagua Summit, so it has a long way to go before it
shows itself to us. Our head guide Juliana doesn't want us to have breakfast 'til nine, She recommends we stay in
our tent till breakfast, so we don’t freeze. We'll head off on our trek up the mountain around 10am.
Breakfast is full on eggs, porridge, yoghurt and granola, there is cheesy toast and lots of coffee and orange juice,
it's just superb. (little do I realise that later on the in the journey food will be seriously different. We fill up ready
for a day's hike, to Camp Canada, , which sits at 5,000 metres. It’s a 600m climb in altitude.
After watching crowds go up yesterday we can see
there are lots of switchbacks, as such its easy
climbing up the mountain. I ask Juliana what she is
wearing and she talks the about layers, it may be
warm to start but it will be cold and windy as we
progress. I decide to leave my long jons on and a few
layer on top, thank goodness I did, as we didn’t have
to progress far up the hill before it got very windy.
Because we were going upto 5000m we take the
climb very gradually and very slowly. When we do
this again, we might find that as it’s our second trip,
its quite easy to go up and may go a little faster.
However, Juliana really protects our pace, so we
have no issues with altitude, especially as we get

Another magical sunset, standing outside out Mess tent with our head
Guide, Juliana Garcia

higher and higher up the mountain.
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Canada Camp is a real mountain camp. There's nothing there except what we take up. I've ordered porters
and they will be carrying my personal gear. They'll also carry the camp gear, like tents and food. Young
Marco has decided he will carry his own gear, as such for him today is a “carry load day”, meaning he takes
half his gear up today and he will take the other half up on his next trip. Overall, he needs to transport
around 25-30kg + water into total to the next two camps; which means he does it in stages. Our Guides are
doing the same thing. I will only carry my backpack, which has three litres of water and all my wet weather
gear and some food for the day. That may equate to about 8Kg and as we progress higher and higher on the
mountain, 8Kg might feel like 20Kg. As we go higher, I be wearing my three kilo snow boots, most of my wet
weather gear, and even, if it's super cold, my puffy jacket. My backpack will just basically have water and
food in it.
It will be interesting as we progress to see the changes, both in how we feel, what we carry and how
the weight feels as the elevation and as the altitude increases.
I’m a little anxious about the weight
of my backpack, because in previous
climbs I’ve found the backpack very
heavy and it hurts my back, especially
at Elbrus.
On this climb I’m going higher than
I’ve ever been before, so I’m
concerned with “Am I prepared
enough?“; “Will my backpack be too
heavy?“; then I think how did I

Half way up our climb to Camp Canada – L to R: Sonia, Sander, Arthur,
Juliana, Jim, and Marco (4600m)

perform on other mountains, “Will I
perform the same?” Interestingly

thought I have specifically trained hard, and I know I am fitter and stronger than I have ever been, but
my brain is sending me these negative thoughts… “Can I do it?“.
After I return home I reflect back and think next time I need to work on my mental psychology of the
trek as well as the physical preparation; because you can do more than your brain tells you !
After spending some time at Camp Canada, it is time to head back, it’s amazing how steep the as such
we are traversing back and forward walk back is. Juliana asks Arthur to take the lead, there are so
many trails back to basecamp, it’s difficult to know which path to take. We come across many who are
coming from the Summit who want to go the straightest route, however as that the steepest that’s
also a the most dangerous for slippages. As such we are traversing back and forward, and we get
down at the same time as those, to going the straight path. Once again as we head into camp, it starts
to get very col. Base Camp is quite predictable, the weather changes around 3pm and a storm passes
by till around 8pm, then there is, beautiful sunset and everything is calm!
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Day 7 - 13th Jan
Day seven is another rest day. We climbed high yesterday, so they want us to rest today. Plus, Juliana’s identified
that the window of opportunity for the Summit is around the 18th January. To make that date, we need to stay
down lower because a storm is coming through to the higher camps; they don’t like up super high when strong
winds are passing through. The high camps are expected to have 80KM/h winds in a few days’ time, we definitely
want to avoid that!
Today we laze around a fair bit, however, we convince Juliana we need to keep walking and can’t sit still all day.
She takes us out to this hotel across the landscape. Across from base camp, you can see a building which once
was a hotel. It never really eventuated and effectively is no longer a viable building, but it's a massive structure.
This week, the army are camping out there. There's about 40 or so army personnel who'll be climbing Aconcagua,
and they're sleeping out that way; we’ve been following them since Confluencia. We go for a short hike out to
the hotel and back again just to keep our legs moving, around 3km in total, once again we keep our pace nice and
slow to manage our energy levels

Another magical sunset, looking out over the Chilean Mountain range from basecamp

Like every afternoon, the weather changes

thinking what the top of the mountain will be like;

dramatically around 3pm. So today, a storm has

this is only the beginning of the storm, I think it is

arrived, and you can just see the snow come in. There

expected to get at least 8cm of snow Although it's

is a serious amount of snow that's reached our camp.

freezing cold, although the evening has progressed to

The snow is going horizontal, the winds are strong, so

a snowy outlook, the sun still sets over the snow-

we're just sitting here watching it and watching the

capped mountains. Tonight, the sunset is even better

mountains fill up and become white. For a person

than it has been over the last few days where the sky

who has not experience much snow, I find the snow

goes red and red for a long time, especially over the

storm quite fabulous. The only concern is what

Chilean side.

appeared to be an easy walk to Camp Canada is now

We spend the afternoon making sure our kit is ready

going to be tough one through snow. I am also

for tomorrow because the porters will take the gear up
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the mountain, and we need to have it ready for them
by 9:30am. I’ve bought about 25 kilos of gear here, and
there isn't much I don't need on the mountain. By the
time you weigh up sleeping bags and mats, iceaxe,
snowboots, crampons the weight adds up. I've made
sure I've eliminated anything that I won't use, and I
have tried to reduce my weight as much as possible.
Tonight's our last night of great food.
It’s the last we will enjoy the internet and a roomy
warm tent. Tomorrow we'll go up the mountain,
although the tents will be the same, they'll still be
roomy, but I don't think they'll be as warm as they are
down here at base camp.!

Day 8: 14th Jan
Today we're heading up to Canada Camp to start our
way up to the Summit of Aconcagua. We tried it a
couple of days before and it took about 3hr 15m, as we
don't have to climb down, just go up, we leave leisurely

Watching climbers head to Camp Two - Nido – Photo Courtesy Jim
Dickinson, edited by Sonia

perhaps a mountaineering career, perhaps a climb of a
higher mountain. These are people who just love to
climb the mountain and are happy to earn money
carrying our gear.

around 11:00 AM. The morning is about packing up and
getting everything ready for our porters. We have a
healthy breakfast, get our bags ready, we separate our
gear again, anything we don’t need at the high camps
will be left here at base camp otherwise everything else
goes with us all the way.
We need to dismantle the tents (the porters will set
them up at each camp, however it is our job to pack
them up ready for them to carry) . These modern tents
are really easy to dismantle, there are no pegs like the
old days, we just wraps ropes around big rocks, the

80Km/h winds over the Summit of Aconcagua , can be seeen by the
cloud formation

main tent is held together with 4 flexible rods which the

We leave camp and say our goodbyes at 11:15. We

fly connects and is roped into rocks.

head steadily up, and although the walk is quite mild

As mentioned, the porters will take the gear up for us,

the wind is getting stronger today than it had been

but they actually put our gear into their own backpacks.

when we tried two days ago. The wind is strong, cold

The porters aren't like the ones you see in Nepal or on

and as we approach Canada Camp, the snow comes in.

Kilimanjaro, they are just regular trekkers just like me,

It is pounding on my back, it is pounding on my face. It

except that this mountain is their training mountain for

is freezing cold. My hands are getting frozen.
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We get into camp, the snow's quite heavy but thankfully the
porters have arrived before us and they've made the tents, so
we can go straight to our tent. But first, we need to locate our
own gear. Remembering, that as the gear is transported up by
the porters in their backpacks, this way they distribute the
weight evenly an carry around 22Kg each up the mountain.
After sourcing all my kit, I then head into the tent and start
getting myself ready. I notice I have a small tear in the tent.
Now this is not going to be fun if I don't fix that up, because of
the expected wind and the snow, it'll be freezing inside. With
gaffer tape I'm able to mend the tent. After blowing up the
mattresses, laying out the sleeping bags, checking I have all my
gear, it's time to rest and try out some of the snacks I brought
up for up today and just sit here.
Julliana pops by to check we have water and to let us know

Collecting my gear at Camp Canada (5000m) – Photo Courtesy
Jim Dickinson, edited by Sonia

she'll be bringing around some hot tea later. She mentions it's nice outside, so I pop out of the tent just to have
a quick look at the surrounds and nearly get blown over by gale force winds. It is not nice outside at all! I can't
see a thing. It is absolutely cloud encased, snow driven out, entire surface has now got two or three inches of
snow. There are going to be several days of bad weather and that's what we're going to have to deal with right
here at the lower half of the mountain. As we go higher, and hopefully when we get to the 18th of January, the
weather is perfect and we'll go for our summit push. Just got to put with some bad days of weather in between.

A Blizzard passes through Camp Canada - – Photo Courtesy Jim Dickinson, edited by Sonia

Day 9: 15th Jan
Well, last night's weather didn't ease up. It stayed windy all night, and I'm talking gale-force winds, maybe
60 kilometres an hour. The wind came through and tore the tent backwards and forwards. It was quite an
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ordeal just trying to sleep through it. I was actually surprised the tents stayed in place, although they were
thrown around, I honestly thought they would blow apart.
I also experienced my first high camp food, which means the guides are cooking for us. We're up here on
the mountain, and whatever they have bought up from basecamp is what we eat. They start with taking
snow and boiling that for our water. As soon as I tasted the water, I could feel my tummy go churn, churn.
We were served a soup, which was quiet ok and then some ”dehydrated food”, which was close to inedible.
AS I turned in for the night, I wasn’t feeling 100% . After waking up this morning, Arthur bought around
Breakfast which was cereal and packaged fruit. He then returned with eggs which I think were powdered
eggs turned into something. The smell was so atrocious I couldn't go anywhere near it. Instead I had a half
a protein bar that I had bought along, also an apple left over from yesterday then got ready for today’s
adventure.
Today's task was another acclimatisation hike
where we walked halfway up to the next
camp Nido. The original idea is to walk the
entire way and do a “load carry”, but with the
weather the way it is, halfway was
sufficient… Juliana organised another port to
carry ½ of Marco’s gear as it was going to be
difficult for him to complete the gear
Chilean Ranges from Camp Canada

movement in this weather.

We got up to the high ridge about 5300 metres, around a 300meter climb. I felt terrible the whole way up, I tried to drink as
much as I could, I tried to take some bites to eat, but every time I
took something to eat, I just felt worse and worse. We got to the
high point, it was a tough slog because we were walking through
six or seven inches of snow. If it's not what you're used to, it is
very, very difficult; plus you're at an steep incline so you're
walking up a very steep hill through snow, and when you're not
feeling well, it turns into a really tough day. Although I kept
going I was thinking I realised I had a stomach bug rather than I
was finding the climb “hard” I knew I was stronger than I felt..
something was wrong. Mentally, today as a tough day, as I
started to climb, whilst not feeling well, I struggled in getting my
gear right, the sunglasses fogged up, the mask isn’t sitting right, I
needed to adjust my backpack … all these little things that I
Marketing at Camp Canada (5000m)

wanted to get right before heading off on a climb, can be
frustrating for the walker behind. Today, I had Sander behind
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me, whilst I was struggling with my gear, he “snapped” at me about getting off the trail while I sorted out my
stuff. This put my head in a different phase, I didn’t want to upset other hikers but at the same time I didn’t
want to affect my climb.
We had our “lunch rest” at this high point at 5300m. They'd made me a smoked salmon spread with cheese
wrap. It was extremely rich and smelly, and it just set me off. So at the very high point, I decided that it was time
to empty my stomach of which most of it went on the rock, in a little alcove, rather than all over the white snow
.. to be honest it was pretty gross. Juliana sent the team ahead back down to Camp Canada while I cleaned-up .
I now felt fabulous, infact I had my energy back and could walk easily, simply because I got rid of that poison in
my system.
Today’s hike took us about two hours and 15 minutes
to climb, and we returned in under an hour. We were
back in our tents around 3:30pm. I then rested, relaxed
and stayed in my tent until 5:30. I started to feel a lot
better. However, I wanted to keep my tummy safe, so I
had soup for dinner, and although they had made
pizza, it had rich tomato sauce and Sun dried tomatoes
on it .. all too rich for this sensitive tummy, I decided to
eat just ½ the dough, so I could put something in my

Trying not to look too cold in Camp Canada (5000m) – Photo
Courtesy Jim Dickinson, edited by Sonia

tummy. We do need to eat to keep up the energy and fuel. Its easy to lose your appetite at Altitude, which
means you must force yourself to eat, however it’s worse when you have an appetite, but the food is too bad to
eat. All the other members of the team are finding it the same, and several are resorting to muesli/candy bars
that they nought up. I am so surprised, as when in Nepal you always got excellent food, there was no dehydrated
food it was freshly cooked and lots of it. . I’m thinking maybe they are not giving the food enough time to cook at
this high altitude.
Again the winds were really strong, no snow thankfully this afternoon, but very, very strong winds. They're saying
that our summit push now may be the 19th being the best window of opportunity, we take every day as it
comes, and we just have to see what the weather brings. We have four days in the itinerary to make the summit.
The 18th was the first day, so there's plenty of time for us to still get to the summit if the weather gives us an
opportunity. These gale-force winds are seriously strong, and you could feel again the tent being blown apart
with these fierce winds.

Day 10 : 16th Jan
Day 10 on Aconcagua is our climb to Nido Camp, our second-high camp. We will leave here about 11:00 after
having some breakfast and then moving up the the mountain. I've woken up this morning feeling a lot better,
feeling even hungry so that's a positive. I’m looking forward to breakfast today, Arthur brings in some cereal but
no fruit, So I have a very small amount (50g) with hot water. Not a very substantial breakfast as I would like. I
didn’t want to go near the eggs as they were so bad yesterday.
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I've had a look outside and the snow has really been

hiked three kilometres, about 600 metres in elevation.

pushed aside or even melted so the climb will be a lot

We are now sitting at 5600m. The day was quite good,

easier today because there won't be as much snow to

the winds were strong as we climbed up, but nothing

push through. Five inches or even knee-length snow is

that wasn't bearable. When we got into camp the views

hard to walk through for a long distance. Looking up on

over the mountain range we're spectacular. You're now

the mountain today, it looks respectable, so hopefully

starting to see why it's so gorgeous to climb the highest

it's an easy walk and that'll make me feel a lot more

mountain on a continent. We sat and admired the view

confident and better about what is still to come ahead

and then the strong wind blows in. Back to being

of us.

snuggled in our tents, I tried to rehydrate, tried to fuel

We had another blizzard last night, infact, the “outside

up, getting ready for another day tomorrow. The winds

fly” of Jim’s tent did rip apart overnight. The tents are
solid, they're warm, but when you've got winds
battering you around it feels like they're being lifted off
and thrown about. I have one other issue, my sleeping
bag, my really good sleeping bag, seems to have a
zipper problem which is now bothering me. Luckily, I
bought a second sleeping bag with me, it’s acting like a
outer duna, and still keeping me warm. Had I broken zip
within no inner liner or anything I'd be massively in
trouble, but with the second sleeping bag I can wrap

Looking over the various campsites at Camp Nido (5600m)

that around the first sleeping bag and still keep warm. I
think the temperatures at Camp Canada are around
minus five degrees Celsius (-5C), probably not super
cold. But we will be going to minus 20 so I really need
to make sure the sleeping bags are keeping me warm as
we go higher up the mountain,

are very strong and it's seriously colder than it was
yesterday, so I’ll see how the tent, the sleeping bags, my
clothes all way up.
Dinner tonight was another problem. We had some
lovely soup, and then they organised couscous with
salmon. I'm starting to find that salmon's getting quite

We head off on our trek today at 11:30. Before we leave
we need to dismantle our tents. The porters carry
everything up to the next campsite and they erect our
tents, but we must dismantle them. Today was a much
easier walk than the previous day for several reasons.

pongy and really upsetting my tummy so I could only eat
a small amount of that. However, there are lots of
snacks during the day. I've got my protein bars. We're
okay, we're fuelling up. Just hope that we have some
veggies over the next couple of days.

One, the snow had compacted so it made it easier
underfoot. Two, we'd walked it before, so we'd had
some altitude experience, so therefore our bodies were
coping. And three, I wasn't as sick as I was yesterday. I
woke up feeling fantastic instead of absolutely wanting
to vomit. The walk took us just over four hours. We only
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Day 11: 17th Jan
Day 11 of our Aconcagua trip is n another rest day. As we have arrived at our next high camp, 5600M, we rest. The
weather is much better, no strong winds as we wake up, and it appears that the weather is going to be nice all day.
We all meet for breakfast in the Grajales joint communal camp tent at about 10:30am. The sun hits the tents about
quarter past nine, and they don't want us to move until the sun starts hitting the tents. It was about -15 last night,
and the winds were galling again. It was massive winds, massive freezing temperatures, so we all stayed in our little
tents as long as we could.
We shared a communal breakfast about 10:30am and then just enjoyed the sunshine. About 2:00 we went for a
walk to the other side of the valley and just had a look at the different mountain ranges. It wasn't a long walk but
we at least we got on our feet. Every time we climb up a little hill, you knew that you're at altitude. After arriving
back at camp, we had some salami, olives and cheese and crackers, and sat in the sun. A very sophisticated little
afternoon snack; it was then to chill till dinner. For dinner tonight, we had some veggies as well as some Pad Thai
and of course our warming soup.

Sunset over Camp Nido

Breakfast in the mess tent at Camp Nido - you needed to be
nimble - – Photo Courtesy Jim Dickinson, edited by Sonia
The Summit of Aconcagua still 1.4KM above us !
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It’s getting very cold, we stayed up so we could see the sunset, but staying outside for those short 10 minutes, my
fingers absolutely froze, it's going to be a very, very cold night tonight. There is no wind, so we'll probably get a
good sleep, but it is seriously cold.
Tomorrow we head up to our last high camp – Colera, the camp is at 6000 metres. It's about a four-hour hike, and
we are not going to leave till midday, as Juliana doesn't want us up in those higher altitudes for long, the summit
push is the next day. It's going to be a massive two days. We'll see how we feel, see how we go as we progress up.
The traverse is not too bad. They've shown us the line to which you climb to the top of Aconcagua. It looks like it's
not too bad. Our plan is to start at 4:00 AM in the morning which is quite civilised. The wind should have died down
to basically negligible and so it should be a good morning of climbing on the 19th. We'll see how it progresses.

Day 12: 18th Jan
On day 12 of Aconcagua, we climb to Camp Colera. After a relaxing start with breakfast served at 9:30; our aim is

Another stunning sunset from Camp Nido

to pack up and leave camp by 12:30. That means we had to have everything ready for the porters, including the
tents taken down generally by 11:30am. At this height we take things slowly, packing up the gear in my tent and
getting ready took nearly an hour! We start on the trail
at 12:30. It was only four kilometres in distance, but we
increased our altitude to 6000 metres, so 400 metres in
altitude, and at this height things go very slowly. We
have breaks every 45 minutes. The first 45 minutes took
us 150 metres in elevation, it was quite steep. Then the
second 45 minutes was a traverse so it was actually easy.
And then we came into the last sector. As we headed
into Camp Colera, there are permanent steel rope cables
in place to help us up some boulders. Juliana took our
trekking poles as we grabbed the ropes to lever us up

Tackling the fixed rope section (on our way down) us – Photo
courtesy Marco Monteiro, edited by Sonia
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the boulders. Our actual camp's a little higher than the rest of the climbers because the Grajales group always put
their tents at a permanent camp site in shelter.
We got into camp about 4:00pm, and then just got ourselves prepared for tomorrow. We have an early dinner,
about 6:30, and headed to bed at 8:30, as such we'll miss tonight's sunset. We have a very early start tomorrow,
the alarm is set for 3:00 AM, as we want to leave at 4:00AM. The weather is looking good. We are planning the
climb in three stages. The first three hours, then the sun comes up. The next three hours we hit the cave. And
then the final three hours we go for the summit. Here's hoping all goes well. Stay calm, stay cool, walk slowly,
drink lots, rest well, and we should get there!

Friendly Hawk at Camp Nido

If you look closely, you can see Climbers on the Summit Push – Photo
Courtesy Jim Dickinson, edited by Sonia

To give some perspective, Aconcagua taken from the air.
Camp Nido is just above the flat ridge on the right

Looking over the other campers at Camp Colera. Checkout my rock
formation the “ninja turtle”, later you will see him as a “teddy bear”
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Summit Day: 19th Jan
The Summit of Aconcagua is 6962m. The positive news is we reached 6700 metres. This is the highest I've ever
climbed before, I had no altitude issues and although it was tough felt OK… Interestingly, every time I do a
summit, I seem to miss the top by 250 metres. Here is our Summit story

We set off at 4:45am, after meeting in the mess tent at 3.30 for a quick breakfast, once again breakfast for me
was a cup of cereal with hot water, the lads had scrambled eggs, they appeared much better than our first day,
but I wasn’t keen to experiment, there is too much at stake. After breakfast and getting our gear ready we
needed to put on our crampons, this is not normal for me, so I ask Juliana to help me place them on. It appears
one crampon has come part, but the champion that Juliana is, she knew how to fix it.
By stating at 4.45.am, that gave us a later start time that we had hoped for. We started the walk up, I had two
head torches to see the way, I find one headtorches for long distance and one for short distance give me a feel for
the surroundings. As we walked, our headtorches are focussed on the foot in front of us, with a steep climb in
heavy snow every foot placement is important to conserve energy.

Sunrise from Cholera – Photo courtesy Marco Monteiro, edited by Sonia

It was quite cold when we left, I had four layers on my bottom layers, and five layers on the top. The bottom
layers consisted of my thick thermals, my high-altitude mountain pants, wind protection pants and then the
lovely down pants that Jasmine had lent me. My upperbody layers consisted of the Columbia Omni Shield shirt,
the 260 icebreaker, another thick Merino, a little small T-shirt, my GORE-TEX jacket and my down parka. On my
head I had the balaclava, followed by the beanie Cooper gave me for Christmas, followed by the hoods that came
with the two jackets, plus I had a Bikies face mask so that I could breathe going up the mountain whilst protecting
the chill on my nose. Yes, I was rugged up! On my feet I wore my mountain boots, inner liners and mountain
socks. For my hands I wore inner liners, my thick gloves, and Arthur's down shells, which certainly helped in terms
of my fingers not freezing. Like everybody, our extremities were very cold but not as cold as it'd been on other
mountains.
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I asked Juliana to carry my ice axe and 1ltr water, Arthur carry another litre water, then ensured my backpack was
a light as I could make it. ensuring my ultimate success.
As we made our way up the mountain and after sunrise hit, the scenery over the Andes was just spectacular, I'm
so sad I didn't take any photos, as I was focusing on my walking and breathing, holding up the team to find your
camera was not the priority. Luckily Marco did take some photos. I recall the first day when Sander told me to
get off the trail, and as such I didn’t want to be infront of him and stress him out, I couldn’t handle another
“snap” from someone, At 6000+ m, all you want to do is concentrate on breathing and walking, not deal with
someone’s frustration. We were just over 6200 metres as we were seeing the sunrise come up. Sunrise itself was
spectacular, but then as morning broke you could just see the mountain range and it truly magnificent.
We kept climbing, we had our
first break about an hour and
10 minutes after our start, at
6250 metres. We had a small
break there and then moved on
to the next rest spot. We had
several small one – two-minute
rest windows, but most of the
time we would walk for the full
hour to try and get to the next
comfortable area to sit down
and rest and have a drink. We
had a plan to do the Summit
Morning Sunrise on the way to Summit – Photo courtesy Marco Monteiro, edited by Sonia

push in 3 stages , stopping for a

long break at two major sites. First Three Hours walk to Independencia Refuge; net three hours walk to the
Canaleta (cave); last three hours make the Summit

Morning Sunrise on the way to Summit – Photo courtesy Marco Monteiro, edited by Sonia
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As we walked the attitude seemed okay. I felt good walking up, I felt strong in my legs. The inclines were tough,
so breathing-wise it was hard work, and I wish I had water more regularly. With the Down Mittens its hard to
quickly get things like water or your camera, as you need to stop, remove the mitten then the glove etc and as I
didn’t want to not stay with the group, stopping would put me behind. I always think back to Elbrus in Russia
when I fell behind the group by a good 10 minutes. The incline seemed to be at 45 degrees. It could've been
steeper but it's very high and very steep inclines, and as we walk in deep snow it makes the climbing even harder.
Many of the groups before us when in a
straight line up the mountain, Juliana thought
that moving directly up was harder, so she
created a new path through 8inch snow, but
it was a traverse and therefore less steep.
Sander was following Juliana and I was
following Sander. One thing about walking
through fresh snow is to follow your leaders
footsteps. Juliana spent significant time make
solid footsteps, Sander directly behind her
decide to make his own footsteps. As a
climber it is a lot easier to follow the leader

Looking closely you will see out new trail in 6the path of where this photo is
taken – Photo courtesy Marco Monteiro, edited by Sonia

and put your foot in their foot placement. Alas Sander was making his own footsteps, thereby compressing
Juliana he footsteps, which made the snow walking much harder.
I had my challenges as we climbed high and they were not as to be expected, As we headed into the
Independencia, the first big major stop, I could feel a bowel movement coming on . Often after a hard
workout in the AM, my stomach goes into full action,
this is not good on a mountain. As soon as we arrived at
Independencia, I searched out Arthur for a “black bag”,
yes there is a policy of “no trace” on the mountain, so
everything needs to be bagged. What did I learn during
this phase … everything freezes at 6400m, if you get my
drift!
As we moved our way up to our second section which
Independencia Refuge – Photo courtesy Marco
Monteiro, edited by Sonia

was the traverse, I thought it would be a climb up at
relatively low include because it was called a traverse,

plus when we look at it from the lower camp, it looked relatively flat. Infact, the traverse was at a very
steep incline. We're talking walking at 6400+ metres at a steep incline; and ofcourse the sun is now
starting to shine.
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We're talking walking at 6400+ metres at a steep incline; and ofcourse the sun is now starting to shine.
Some of the steps we took would be boulder steps so you're lifting your foot up over a foot high. I kept
thinking box jumps, I should've done more box jumps with 3kg weights. Towards the very end as we
approached the Cave,
my calves started to
notice it. Walking in
these snow shoes with
crampons, it's two and a
half kilos per foot that
you're lifting. Maybe of
course it was the heat,
as we are approaching
the Cave it is past 11am,
the sun is shining on my
upper body, I am
Fabulous photos showing the incline of the traverse – Photo courtesy Marco Monteiro, edited by Sonia

seriously hot.

Can you imagine walking with so much heat coming through your system. I wanted to take of a few layers off, but
I thought there is only a few hundred metre in walking till we are at the cave, I’ll wait till then.. OH boy it was hot!
When I sat down I quickly removed some layers and recovered well. But it certainly was tough going up the slant.
We got in to the Cave at 11.30am. It's a
beautiful area. You can see the mountain just
above you. We stayed there for around an
hour, and as we did the weather started to
change, no longer could see mountains in the
distance. Arthur and Juliana had a
conversation in the distance, and I knew when
they came back to the group, there would be
some changes made to the team. But what I
didn't expect was that Arthur was having
severe altitude sickness. He had been vomiting
all the way up the trail. This was not good.
Because it wasn't safe, Juliana made the

Plaza de Mulas Base Camp is next to parallel glacier, only 2KM below us –
Photo courtesy Marco Monteiro, edited by Sonia

decision that everybody had to return to camp.
Why, because Arthur had to be returned to a lower camp, and there was no one else to escort us up the
mountain. We could go to other guides, as they had their own clients to look after. As a team we had to
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return. We were lucky to get as high as we did, as if I had known I would have returned Arthur to the
Camp much earlier.
We arrived at the cave about 11.30 and there was still a three hour climb above us, plus a two hour climb
back to the same point, and then two hours back down to camp. So even we had headed off at 12:00, that
would have been seven hours before they had headed back to Colera Camp, and Arthur needed to be
returned to camp before other complications set in. This caused disappointed with all the team.

The approach to Camp Colera - Photo courtesy Marco Monteiro, edited by Sonia

As we returned, Arthur was still vomiting all the way down to Camp Colera, when he got into camp he just
passed out. But at least he's okay at 6000 metres. Sander was furious with the decision and became very
angry as we returned to camp. He needed some time out to reflect, as we all were very upset but what can
you do.
We got back into camp about 2:30pm and chatted/reflected for a bit and then just went to our cabins and
rested. Had we made summit we'd be getting into camp around 7:00pm. The weather turned dramatically
around about 4:00 PM and it has started to snow heavily in the evening. If we had gone to the top
would've been coming down in severe weather for the last three hours. At 700 metres from The Cave, with
as steep decline it quiet taxing on the body, and you've got steep drop-offs from the mountain, so you
need to be very careful with your footing along the skinny trail.
We had been told that several days ago someone had got stuck just above The Cave and got severe altitude
sickness, and unfortunately had not made it down. A rescue team arrived up today to try and recover the
soul and help him down the mountain, alas however they couldn’t retrieve the body. Four days ago,
someone lost their life and we feel for that person.

The good news is we reached 6700 metres, higher than I've ever climbed before. Another 500 metres
higher than I reached on Mera Peak, no altitude issues just sheer hard, intense climbing. So the output is
you can give it your best shot, you can be as trained as you can, take every day as it comes and hope for all
for the best. Normally the weather stops you, today the weather was our friend, alas we didn’t take it to
the top, because our guide got altitude sickness. It can happen to the best of us.
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Our Highest point 6700m .. so proud to have made it this far, disappointed that we
couldn’t get to the top in such perfect weather. However, the team comes first
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Perfect Day for Summitting Aconcagua – Photo Courtesy Jim Dickinson, edited by Sonia

Aconcagua's morning shadow, this explains why it was SO COLD in Base camp each
morning - Photo courtesy Marco Monteiro, edited by Sonia
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Day 14: 20th Jan
We spent the night at our High camp, a huge amount of
Snow came in overnight. We felt for those trying to
Summit today as it would be a hard slog, there is no
visibility, the route created yesterday would be snowed in.
It turns out, as we hear stories at our return to base camp,
only 7 people summit today out of around 70 who try…
the day for success was the 19th. Once again as we leave
camp, we need to prepare them for the porters. Just think
the porters leave Base Camp (4300m) sometime this
morning, they head up to our highest camp at 6000m,
collect our gear and take it back to base camp. The walk
down is easy, the walk up exhausting!

Arriving back into Colera Camp from the summit attempt, complete
whiteout. My Nnija Turtle has turned into a teddy bear !

We prepare the camp in the AM, this is not a fast job as
we are at 6000m and the air is thin. Our bags are packed,
and we leave the gear neatly for the porters to collect and
return. Luckily the porters will take down the tents today.
Sander has decided to stay in camp. He was so
disappointed not to summit he has requested private
guide to take him up in 24hrs, Juliana says she cannot do
it , a) she needs to look after us and Arthur, and B) she has
Camp Colera before we head back down to base camp. Serious
amount of snow last night

climbed this mountains twice in 3 weeks, the body needs
a rest. We would all like to take the same opportunity as

Sander, but the weather is turning as the opportunity will be difficult, we wish his our very best.
Arthur leads Marco, Jim and myself down the mountain, Juliana stays with Sander until the next guide arrives,
she also waits for the porters to ensure the gear is taken down.
As we head down the mountain to base camp it is a
total white out, you can hardly see several the feet
in front of you, plus we are walking through heavy
snow. We have left camp with our crampons on, to
ensure our safety. We walk very slowly down and
once again have small breaks every 45mins. We
head past Camp Nido and rest just above Camp
Canada as we remove our Crampons; the climb

Not much to see on the way down to basecamp from Camp Colera

down to base camp (plaza de Mulas) from Camp
Colera (1500M in decline) takes us about 4.5 hours.
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We meet up with Juliana around Camp Canada. All the gear
has left Colera and Sander has been left in good hands.
Juliana tells Jim and I , our Helicopter has been booked and
all is good to go re getting off the mountain. Jim and I have
purchased a “deluxe” version of this trip, which includes a
helicopter to fly us off the mountain from base camp
remembering that a walk out is close to 8 hours (the
helicopter flight is 8mins!)
We arrive into base camp and are given a warm welcome
by Pablo, they escort us into the mess tent and produce
pizza, orange juice, coffee. Luxury! We are also updated
that our helicopter is having maintenance done today and
there will be no flights this evening, as such we all need to
bunk ourselves down into one of the communal tents. Jim
and I think it’s only a night we will be on the helicopter
tomorrow, it will be OK …

Juliana making our water from snow

Sunset from Camp Canada
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Day 15/16 : 21st and 22nd Jan
As it turns out we have two more nights in Base camp. The helicopter that was supposed to transport us of the
mountain as soon as we return arrives on the 16th Jan. Let me just say it was a disappointing end to fabulous
journey. With the missed opportunity of the Summit and then the heli not arriving, we are all a little flat !
The big tent was quiet cold last night. What I didn’t notice yesterday were the airvents in the tent, as such there
was a lot of breeze coming through. When we found out we needed to stay another night, I quickly organised to
have those tents we had been using all week setup, they are so much warmer.
Marco and Arthur decide to run out of camp today, it’s about 25km to the trail head and as they are fit, they expect
to complete it around 3.5 hours, luckily it is all downhill. Juliana doesn’t want them to leave till she knows what is
happening with our helicopter. (there appears to be a real lack of communication, Jim and I would have walked if
we had had more details).
At 12 we hear news that Sander has made it to the Summit of Aconcagua, we are all very pleased for him. Being a
solo climber with a guide, you can go much faster than being in a group, so he has done an amazing time
considering the amount of Snow that was accumulating there. We are told later that he got back to high camp
around 7pm. It appears to take him longer to descend that ascend… obviously he was feeling the pain of the big
climb.
I spent part of the afternoon, talking to Juliana about the summit push. She said she was very disappointed for us
and apologised for the situation, however, what can you do when you have a sick guide. She said that we would
have all made it, our timing was good, the weather was perfect, and we were strong. This was wonderful (yet at the
same time sad) to hear.
Over dinner I meet many people who went for the summit
yesterday (20th) this was a really hard day, we had
experienced the strong winds and excessive snow the night
before and as we walked down the mountain on the 20th in
a complete white out, those guys were walking up. Approx.
70 people tried to summit we are told only 7 did.
Juliana completed the Summit with an earlier group on Dec
30th, 2017 when the weather was prefect. After returning to
Australia I’ve been following the third MM expedition, alas
they could only get to Indepencia Refuge at 6400m due many clients
getting altitude sickness and the weather being so bad.

What a summit should look like.. Juliana
leading her team on Dec 30th – Photo
courtesy Juliana Garcia

Around 9pm, Pablo from Grajales came into the dining tent and informs me that the Helicopter will be here at 7am
to take us out. (WOOHOO ..fingers are crossed). I retreat to my tent and have everything packed ready to leave
The alarm goes off at 6am, I excited to get back to Civilisation for a shower and real food. It is super freezing this
morning as we are waiting for the Helicopter.
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In reflection
Although we didn’t reach the Summit it was great to reach 6700m, it was great to feel strong and know my training
had paid off. The views were stunning I only wish I had seen more. The weather was tough, the winds were strong,
and we didn’t have the prefect trekking condition compared to earlier expeditions. But I’ve now experienced
Aconcagua, and I got way further than many others. So many people fail to climb this mountain due to Altitude
sickness or weather.

There were some mistakes made by Mountain Madness on this trip, no trip is ever perfect, but hopefully, like all
business’ they learn from this experience. Sending an inexperience guide was a mistake, and they, like other
companies could be better on the high mountain with food. Considering porters go to each camp every day, they
could bring up extra supplies or even “fresh” food from basecamp. Climbers need fuel to climb and that is not
going to come from protein or candy bars.

I was very impressed with Our Head Guide Juliana Garcia. Through her walking pace, she ensured we paced
ourselves as we climbed the mountain, and she watched multiple weather forecasts to ensure we found the perfect
climbing window to make our summit attempt on the mountain. Juliana also managed the client personalities well.
Her leadership made the trip successful.
What next do I aim for … I really want to achieve 7000m, and push the body that little harder so Nepal I’Il be coming
back to you soon.

Panoramic View of Aconcagua and the Chilean mountain range

Panoramic view from the back of basecamp to Aconcagua
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View from the Summit
After returning to Mendoza, Marco who was having time off from University and travelling the world, decided he
was too close not to achieve the summit. As such after we had all left Argentina, he made he way back, hired a local
guide and headed up once again to the highest point in South America.
His photos as he approached the Summit and for the summit are amazing he had perfect weather, which was a
miracle. How I would have loved to see these views. Enjoy .
The following photo’s are courtesy of Marco Monteiro.

Half way up the last push from the Cave - If I made it here I would have been the happiest person !

Great perspective looking back to the Cave
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So close now

Congratulations to Marco Monteiro, achieving his first "seven summit" - Aconcagua 6962m, 6th Feb 2018
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